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Adaptable. Flexible. Durable.
4Post is a storage solution built for strength, longevity, and 
flexibility. Designed to store virtually anything, and responsive 
enough to accommodate any size and weight, 4Post is the 
storage solution to get organized and keep your storage 
easily accessible.

Configure 4Post to maximize space and efficiency and know 
that it is engineered for effortless installation, easy expansion, 
and lasting endurance.
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Shelves are fully adjustable, allowing users to store anything from 
boxes, books, and files to hanging or folded garments, museum 
artifacts, sports equipment, and more.

Adaptable Design
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All shelves are equipped with two heavy duty double rivet shelf 
supports for optimum weight capacity.

Reinforced Support
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Datum offers more sizes of 4Post shelving than any other 
manufacturer. Widths ranging from 24” to 48” and depths from 9” to 
36”, plus custom widths, heights, and depths, ensures a perfect fit.

Custom Sizes

Distinct, manageable design.
4Post’s exceptional strength and durability comes from several factors of it’s construction. The 
interlocking keyhole uprights, combined with double rivet shelf supports and heavy gauge 
shelves, are a key component to offering maximized strength

The unrivaled adaptability of 4Post is also thanks to it’s unique design. Custom sizing and shelf 
spacing, “mobile-ready” components, and the ability to expand all make 4Post the ideal solution 
for storage needs across any market.
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Prepunched tops and single rivet bottom shelf supports ensure easy 
installation to Datum’s TrakSlider or MobileTrak systems without the 
need for drilling.

Mobile Ready
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All 4Post parts are finished with a textured powder coat that 
withstands daily wear and tear, preventing scratched and corrosion.

Durable Finish
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Constructed of 18 gauge steel, the uprights in 4Post are designed for 
flexibility in configuration, offering shelf positioning on 1-1/2” centers.

Unique Uprights
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Adjustable on 2” centers to keep stored materials, like books and 
files, upright and organized.

Dividers
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Maximum storage capacity 
for minimal spaces.
Combining 4Post with one of our mobile, high density filing systems maximizes space-saving 
efficiency, even in the smallest of spaces. Our mobile systems are designed to remove the need 
for multiple aisles, allowing storage to fit in tighter spaces.

Completely customize your high density storage solution to meet your storage needs now, and 
be confident that your new system can be expanded to meet your growing needs in the future.

Easily convert your stationary shelving to a space 
efficient, storage expanding TrakSlider system.

BiSlider, TriSlider, and QuadSlider system 
configurations ensure increased storage capacity 
while conserving the space you have.

TrakSlider™

Reduce floor space requirements by up to 50% 
by combining 4Post with a MobileTrak system. 
For maximum space saving anywhere, choose a 
MobileTrak5 system. If height restrictions are a 
concern, opt for a MobileTrak3.

No matter what you choose, Datum’s MobileTrak 
storage solutions provide increased efficiency and 
unique customization options to handle any need.

MobileTrak®
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Accessories make the system.
Compliment your 4Post system and customize your experience with our 
selection of accessories. Doors, drawers, garment rods, roller shelves, and 
specialty racks are just a few of the components you can choose from to 
enhance the usability of your 4Post system.

Hinged DoorsHanging File Drawers Storage Drawers

TambourDoor Posting Shelf Ball Storage

Golf Bag Storage Laminate Top Laminate End Panels
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Bin Dividers Back Panels EZ Roller Shelves

Garment Rod Recessed Door Magazine Doors

Plexiglas Bin Front Plan Storage Dividers Upright Extensions

Book EndsLeveling GlidesFile Dividers
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From athletic equipment and library books to rolled plans, archival boxes, supplies, 
and more, we can equip you with the 4Post™ tools you need to solve all of your 
storage problems.

Have a custom project? Let us know! We love a challenge, and will work with you 
every step of the way to ensure you get just what you need. We’ll be there from the 
concept to the design, manufacturing, and prototyping processes... right down to 
installation and troubleshooting.

Yeah, we can do that.

Check out the case studies section of our website to find 
out more about the projects pictured here, and many other 
examples of real world applications using Datum product.

 
www.datumstorage.com

See something you like?



CUSTOMIZABLE, VERSATILE, DURABLE AND GUARANTEED

For more than 40 years Datum® has been crafting state-of-the-art storage solutions 
to fit any need, design and budget. Engineered and constructed in the U.S.A. with 
high quality and environmentally-friendly materials and processes, Datum’s solutions 
save space, time and money. 

Our network of dealers and customer service team will work with you to create a 
solution for your home, business, office or law enforcement agency that conforms to 
your current and future space and storage needs.

89 Church Road, PO Box 355  |  Emigsville, PA 17318-0355

Toll Free 1.800.828.8018  |  Fax 1.888.FILING.1  |  Email sales@datumstorage.com

datumstorage.com


